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TTiimmee  ttoo  RReessttrruuccttuurree  PPoorrttffoolliioo

Dear Investors,

During the past 12 months, the global economic and financial landscapes have changed substantially.  The
scenario in the first and second half of last year was in stark contrast.  During the first half, US$ was falling
and commodity prices led by oil were rising and in several occasions surging to dizzying heights.  Came July,
the markets took a 180-degree turn.  US$ started to recover due to return of funds back to US for various
reasons and oil price collapsed from US$147 high to below US$40 per barrel.  Stock markets also fell
precipitously in the second half of last year especially in the month of October as if the world was heading
towards a 1930s-like depression.

Need Portfolio Rebalancing
Because of the complete change in landscape, it is apt to re-examine one’s portfolio at the beginning of the
year and if deem fit, to rebalance it.  Portfolio rebalancing is needed to reposition one’s investment in order
to readjust the portfolio risk and also to take advantage of the change in prices of different asset classes.

A review of the asset mix in one’s portfolio of investment allows critical thinking on the appropriateness of the
current portfolio mix at the present economic conditions.  An asset class such as unit trust bond fund which
was bought sometime ago may have served its purpose and whether it is still appropriate going forward
needs to be reviewed.

Even an investment which was initially meant for long term may not be suitable now.

Portfolio Rebalance As A Strategy
Some fund managers use regular portfolio rebalancing as a strategy.  For example, a portfolio may comprise
of four equal components:- local equities (LE), foreign equities (FE), long-term bonds (LTB) and short-term
money market fund (STMM), whereby each component starts-off with 25% of the initial portfolio (Po) value,
where,

Po = LEo + FEo + LTBo + STMMo, and
LEo = FEo = LTBo = STMMo = ¼ x Po

At the end of each quarter, the value of each component would have changed, some appreciated but some
could have depreciated.  Assuming the portfolio is rebalanced every quarter, by the end of next quarter, the
portfolio value (P1) would become

P1 = LE1 + FE1 + LTB1+ STMM1

The restructuring of the portfolio requires readjustment on each of the four components such that each of
them will make up one quarter of the portfolio value as show below.

LE1 = FE1 = LTB1 = STMM1 = ¼ x P1

In order to achieve equal weighting on each of the asset classes, some disposals need to be made on those
that have appreciated more and topping up on those that are lacking behind.

A Contrarian Approach
By rebalancing the portfolio to equal weighting every quarter, what is being achieved is to take profit on
gainers and reinvest in losers.  This is a contrarian approach and subconsciously forces an investor to sell
high and buy low.
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The strategy also presumes that markets move in cycles for what goes up must come down and what goes
down will eventually rebound.  Whether the rebalancing should be done quarterly, half yearly or yearly is a
different subject of interest which requires further research and discussion.

Different Portfolio Mix
Everybody with savings has a portfolio of assets.  It can range from simple savings and fixed deposit
accounts to a more complex portfolio of businesses, properties, shares, unit trusts, overseas investments,
foreign currency accounts, etc.

A wide portfolio mix may not necessarily be linked to the size of the asset.  Even an ordinary salaried worker
can still attain diversification through savings/fixed deposit accounts, shares, different mixture of unit trust
funds ranging from local equities, foreign equities, bond funds, guaranteed structured products, commodity
funds etc.  Most of these investments do not require a large sum of money.  Perhaps the only asset class
which requires a larger sum of money is property.  With the willingness of banks to provide easy financing for
residential properties, most people should be able to have property as one of the asset classes in their
investment portfolio.  Depending on the affordability, the property purchased may range from medium cost
apartment, cheaper-range linked house, more expensive linked house in prime location, luxury
condominium, semi-detached house or bungalow.

A house bought for own
use can be viewed as a
permanent shelter as well
as an investment which
can still appreciate in
value, despite the absent
of rental income.

Business is also a different
asset class which has a
value, albeit not so
apparent. Except for
businessmen, ordinary
people may not have this asset class in their portfolio.  Some may have the opportunities to partake in a
business run by trusted friends or relatives.  There are many success stories on small ventures which
become fairly profitable (see Table 1).

Value Assets At Market
Portfolio value should always be valued based on the market value of the assets, and treat the borrowings
separately.  In this way we can appreciate the impact on our portfolio investment whenever prices change
and we can also know our net worth.

Unknown to many who have just started to invest,
their portfolio of investment could be too skewed
towards property. For example if John has
RM200,000 and if he uses RM100,000 plus
RM300,000 bank loan to buy an apartment costing
RM400,000, his portfolio is not 50/50 between
property and cash.  In fact his investment portfolio
consists of 80% in property and 20% in cash. (see
Table 2).

John’s investment exposure in property is high.  He
must make sure that his property investment is sound.
He could be in deep trouble if his apartment is faced with problems such as landslide, construction of new
highway in front of it, incompetent developer, etc.

Table 2: Portfolio Mix Excluding Liabilities

Assets
Value

(RM ‘000)
Weight

(%)

Own House mkt value 400 80
Savings & FD + 100 20

500 100

Bank Loan - 300
200

Source: PCM

Table 1: Typical Portfolio of Assets

Portfolio Asset Mix

Single Asset Savings account or/and FD

Two Assets FD + Shares, FD + Unit Trust, FD + Property

Three Assets
FD + Shares + Unit Trust, FD + Shares + Property,

FD + Unit Trust + Property, FD + Business + Property

Four or More Assets
Combination of FD, Shares, Unit Trust, Business,
Property, Foreign Investment

Source: PCM
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Portfolio Diversification
A portfolio should always have adequate diversification.  Diversification can be viewed from two
perspectives.  One, to reduce risk such that if one asset class fail due to whatever reason, there is still other
assets which can mitigate the losses.  Next, to have an appropriate mixture of assets to suit the conditions at
the particular point in time.

Many people were relieved that they have kept a substantial sum of money in the banks during the present
financial turmoil.  They could be smart or lucky.  They may laugh at those who have lost money from
investing in stocks, unit trusts or even Aussie-currency accounts.  But when the market recovers say two
years down the road, other people may laugh at those who continued to keep their money in banks, doing
nothing whatsoever.

The crucial task now is to review one’s portfolio, look at the portfolio mixture and consider the needs to
readjust it.  There is no fixed formula as to what is the right proportion.  It all depends on one’s risk appetite
and risk preference.

The steep decline in stock
prices would have reduced the
overall exposure in this asset
class by now if nothing has
been done last year.
Assuming John has a portfolio
at the end of 2007 with 40% in
property, 40% in shares and
10% in unit trust, his shares
could have fallen 50% in value
and unit trusts by another 20%
(see Table 3).  If his savings
has now been increased from
RM100,000 to RM120,000,
then his exposure in
stocks/unit trusts will have fallen from 50% to only 35%.  If he wants to bring this exposure back up to 40%,
then he will need to use RM40,000 (or 5% of portfolio value) of his savings to invest in shares/unit trusts.

With stock prices fallen sharply, it is an opportune time for those lightly invested in stocks to rebalance their
portfolio and to have some exposure in many of the undervalued quality shares which will eventually be
worth much more when market confidence returns and the economy recovers.

Increase Uncorrelated Asset Class

In a balanced a portfolio, it is always better to have diversified assets especially in asset classes which are
less correlated.  The correlation between stocks and equity-based unit trusts is generally very strong.  But
the correlation between stocks/unit trusts and property is low.  Too much investment in a single asset class is
not diversification, it is concentration of risk.  As such, it is bad for realtors to invest only in properties and
similarly it is also not wise for remisiers to invest their entire savings in shares from a diversification
perspective.

Stock has low correlation with properties and they make a very good couple for a portfolio.  For those who
are heavily exposed in properties (unfortunately many Malaysians have bigger exposure in properties due to
easy financing by banks), it is time to rebalance their portfolios by increasing equity investment.

Another way to broaden portfolio diversification is to include overseas assets into one’s portfolio.  Overseas
investment could be in the form of foreign unit trusts, overseas stocks, foreign currency deposits, country
funds etc.  Hedge fund is also a good asset class to invest for diversification purposes as their ability to short
makes its volatility completely different from other asset classes.  This fact has been well recognised by
many international institutional investors.

Table 3: Changes After Stock Market Fell

Assets
Value @
End’07

(RM ‘000)

Weight
(%)

Value @
End’08

(RM ‘000)

Weight
(%)

Own House mkt value 400 40 400 50
Shares mkt value 400 40 200 25
Unit Trust mkt value 100 10 80 10
Savings & FD + 100 10 120 15

1000 100 800 100

Bank Loan -300 -300
700 500

Source: PCM
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Cash Reserve Is A Strategic Asset Class
Many people treat cash (either in savings account or FD) as part of the accumulated wealth saved for future
consumption.  Some cash reserve was not entirely kept for emergency purposes.  The FD could be in the
banks renewed year after year for many years and yet earning trivial returns, when normally, a longer-tem
investment should yield higher return than a shorter-term investment.

Cash reserve kept by a person can be seen as a strategic asset class intentionally built-up for possible future
investment opportunities.  Such opportunities could be a stake in an attractive business venture, a nice
property sold by a desperate owner,  IPO of a blue chip and any other investment opportunities which may
prop up from time to time.  A person having the ready cash will be able to spring into action faster than
others who need to raise financing.  As such, those who can pay in cash will be in a better position to grab
the opportunity.  As such, cash must not be seen as savings for rainy days only but some of it should also be
kept aside while seeking or waiting for the right investment opportunity.

In such case, then, this is the opportune time to use a portion of the cash to accumulate bashed down quality
shares.  This type of opportunity will only happen once in a decade or longer.  Those who witnessed the
1997/98 Asian financial crisis will be able to depict how the opportunities came and went in front of their
eyes.

If not because of the subprime problem in US which led to the credit and financial crises, many of the quality
stocks will not be so cheap.  The exodus of foreign funds from other parts of the world in favour of US-
denominated treasuries is the main reason that caused stock prices of many emerging markets to tumble.  If
not because of this reversal of fund flows, some of the good stocks will be so cheap.

For those who are lightly invested in equities either through direct investment in shares or via unit trusts, it is
time to increase the weighting of their portfolios in equities.  A 10% increase in weighting in favour of equities
is also a good accomplishment.

Ang Ang Ang Ang Kok Kok Kok Kok HengHengHengHeng, CFA
Chief Investment Officer
Email: kokhenga@poems.com.my

DISCLAIMER:

This publication is solely for information only. It should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for the subscription, purchase or sale of the
securities mentioned herein. The publication has been prepared by Phillip Capital Management Sdn Bhd on the basis of publicly available
information, internally developed data and other sources believed to be reliable. Whilst we have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the
information contained in this publication is accurate and the opinions are fair and reasonable, it does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness
of this publication. Accordingly, no warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether directly or
indirectly as a result of any person or group of persons acting on such information and advice. This publication was prepared without regard to
your specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. Whilst views and advice given are in good faith, you should not regard
the publication as a substitute for the exercise of your own judgement and should seek other professional advice for your specific investment
needs or financial situations.

For Phillip Capital Management
Sdn Bhd

____________________________
Nona Salleh

Executive Chairperson


